
 

 

Key Stage 3 – YEAR 8 MUSIC          

Curriculum Map for Students 

  

 

 

 Autumn 1 Spring 1 Summer 1 

Topic 

Overview 

Reggae – ‘Music of the World – Reggae’ 

 

 

Minimalism – ‘Scrimping and Saving in Every Direction’ Film Music – ‘Film Fun’ 

Focus  World music is an area that could easily be left 

behind in educational choices, but its appreciation 

is imperative to developing rounded musicians. 

 Students develop their knowledge of world music 

by listening to and performing Reggae Music on 

keyboards (Buffalo Solider) 

 Other areas of this music enrich a cross 

curriculum approach, such as exploring Jamaica 

(Geography) and Rastafarianism (RE). 

 This topic gives students the understanding that 

effective music of many contrasting styles often has 

simplicity at its core 

 Students listen to, perform on keyboards (Tubular 

Bells) and compose (using notation software) 

Minimalism, developing their understanding of using 

less to achieve more 

 Touching on what it means have ‘good’ music, and 

pushing the boundaries of what we accept as this- 

experimental music and the works of John Cage and 

Steve Reich 

 With Minimalism as a set composition brief in year 

10/11, this composing topic prepares students for 

Music as an Option 

 How do film composers work to create music 

that manipulates audience emotion? 

 With movies and TV shows saturating the 

media, students are subliminally aware of this 

function of music but rarely stop to appreciate 

what is actually happening in it 

 Exploring a range of different films, both 

reflecting music that is heard but also realising 

their own interpretation of scenes 

 Applying a process of storyboarding and 

creating music on keyboards that fit this, 

reflecting key contrasting elements in each 

scene 

Assessment  Sheet on carousel of activities, with students 

completing various types of evidence to show 

their progress in learning about Jamaica, 

Rastafarianism and Reggae,  

 Listening quiz on Bob Marley’ music 

 Keyboard AFL and summative assessment on Bob 

Marley’s Buffalo Soldier. Some students may be 

given the chance to perform their music in a 

small mixed instrument ensemble. 

 

 Listening to Minimalism quizzes 

 Performing Tubular Bells on keyboards, mainly in 

pairs. Some will perform on guitars and other chordal 

or melodic instruments 

 Building further picture of assessment progress by 

composing Minimalism music on notation software 

(Flat.io) following set guidelines 

 Short keyboard tasks on composing music for 

film clips, with verbal and peer feedback given 

 Storyboard creation and accompanying film 

soundtrack to consolidate techniques learnt in 

prior lessons 


